1.
Introduction and the first result (after continuation for t = γ this is valid for all t ∈ R).
Remark 3. Consequently, on the critical line s = 1 2 + it the Riemann's functional equation (1.3) gives only the trivial result (1.5) (of course, the main aim of the Riemann's functional equation is the analytic continuation of ζ(s) to C \ {1}).
It is clear that in this situation our Remark 2 leads us to the following
Question. about another method of sampling of the points (1.6) t 2 > t 1 > 0 (say) from a corresponding set that the quotient (comp. (1.3), (1.5))
is expressed by a known function.
There is method giving an answer to the Question -namely one answer from a set of many possibilities -mentioned method is our method of transformation by using the reversely iterated integrals (comp. [7] , (4.1) -(4.19)).
1.4. In this paper we obtain, for example, the following Formula1. For every sufficiently big L ∈ N and for every U ∈ (0, π) there are functions α
where α 4 0 ∈ (2πL, 2πL + U ), Remark 4. The formula (1.9) gives one answer to our Question (comp. (1.7), (1.10)) in the direction outlined in Remark 2.
Remark 5. Let us notice explicitly that in the case (1.7), i.e. on the critical line, we may suppose that the known function is every function, for example
In this direction, we have obtained the following (see also corresponding formulae in the papers [6] - [8] , k = 1) Formula2.
Formula3.
Remark 6. Of course, the results (1.9), (1.11) -(1.13) are based on properties of the Jacob's ladder ϕ 1 (t) as follows:
(1.14) say (comp. (1.14) and (1.10)).
1.5. Let us remind -for completeness -that Jacob's ladder
has been introduced in our work [4] (see also [5] ), where the function
is arbitrary solution of the non-linear integral equation
where each admissible function µ(y) generates the solution
The function ϕ 1 (t) is called the Jacob's ladder according to Jacob's dream in Chumash, Bereishis, 28:12. Page 3 of 13 Remark 7. We have shown (see [4] ), by making use of these Jacob's ladders, that the classical Hardy-Littlewood integral (1918)
has -in addition to the Hardy-Littlewood expression (and other similar to that one) possessing an unbounded error at T → ∞ -the following infinite set of almost exact expressions
where c is the Euler's constant and c 0 is the constant from the Titchmarsh-KoberAtkinson formula.
Remark 8. The Jacob's ladder ϕ 1 (t) can be interpreted by our formula (see [4] )
where π(T ) is the prime-counting function, as an asymptotically complementary function to (1 − c)π(T ) in the following sense
2. Factorization, oscillating Q-system and its metamorphoses as a generic complement to the Riemann's functional equation on the critical line 2.1. The oscillating Q-system was defined in our work [7] , (2.1) as follows
for corresponding sets (see [7] , (2.2)) of the points
Remark 9. It is clear that the definition relation (2.1) is based on simple generalization ζ
Let us remind some of the previous results playing the role of the Riemann's functional equation on the critical line. Page 4 of 13 (A). There are the functions (see [7] , (2.5))
for admissible σ, T, Θ, k, ǫ such that the following factorization formula
(see [7] , (2.6)) holds true, i.e. there is following set of metamorphoses of the oscillating Q-system (2.1):
(see [7] , (2.6)), where µ(n) is the Möbius function.
(B). There are functions
for admissible T, l, ǫ, k such that the following factorization formula
(see [8] , (2.4)) holds true, i.e. there is following set of metamorphoses of the oscillating Q-system (2.1):
(see [8] , (4.6)). Page 5 of 13 (B1). If we rewrite the formula (2.4) as follows [8] , (4.11)), then we obtain the set of metamorphoses (2.5) in reverse direction: we begin with
that is the Aaron staff (say),
that is the bud of the Aaron staff (corresponding to w = α
already metamorphosed into almonds ripened (comp. Chumash, Bamidbar, 17:23).
(C). We have obtained the first set of metamorphoses of the primeval multiform
in our paper [6] . The corresponding results expressed in terms of oscillating Qsystem (2.1) are (see [6] , (1.7), (2.5)): the factorization formula (2.6)
and corresponding set of metamorphoses of the oscillating Q-system 
We obtain immediately from (3.1) the following formula
, L ∈ Z, U ∈ (0, π).
3.2. Now, if we use our method of transformation (see [7] , (4.1) -(4.19)) in the case of the formula (3.2) then we obtain the following statement.
are reversely iterated segments corresponding to the first segment in (3.3) and k 0 be arbitrary and fixed number. Then there is a sufficiently big
and for every admissible L, U, k there are functions 
Moreover, the sequences
have the following properties is as follows: if L → ∞ then the points of every set (3.8) recede unboundedly each from other and all together recede to infinity. Hence, at L → ∞ each of the sets (3.8) behaves as one-dimensional Friedmann-Hubble universe.
Remark 11. Next, we express the result (3.5) in connection with (1.1), (1.3), Remark 2 and Remark 9 in the form (3.9)
where χ 4 stands for the right-hand side of (3.5). It is quite clear that this formula if an analogue of the Riemann's function equation on the critical line.
4.
On a set of metamorphoses that correspond to the formula (3.5)
4.1. Let us remind the spectral form of the Riemann-Siegel formula
and similarly for x r −→ y r , where T 0 < 2πL < x r , y r (see [6] , (6.1), comp. [8] , (4.4) and Remark 6 ibid).
Remark 13. We call the expressions
as the Riemann's oscillators with: (a) the amplitude 2 √ n ,
the non-synchronized local time
(d) the local spectrum of the cyclic frequencies
Remark 14. Now, we see that the Q-system, where of course 1), (4.3) ).
Remark 16. The mechanism of metamorphosis is as follows. Let (comp. (3.4) and [7] , (2.2))
where. of course, (comp. [7] , (2.12))
Now, if we obtain, after random sampling such points (comp. conditions [7] , (2.2)) that
(see (4.5), (4.6)), then -at the points (4.7) -the Q-system (2.1) changes its old form (=chrysalis) into its new form (=butterfly) and the last is controlled by the function α 4 0 .
Remark 17. Now, it should be clear that the set of metamorphoses of oscillating Qsystem also belongs to the family of analogues of the Riemann's functional equation on the critical line.
5. On decomposition of the result of metamorphoses (4.4) into three parts: signal, noise and error term
In this section we use the terminology from the theory of signal processing.
5.1. Let us remind (see [7] , (4.11)) that
Since in our case t −→ 2πL, then (comp. [7] , (4.11), (4.12))
Remark 18. Consequently, the primary form of the asymptotic formula for metamorphoses (4.4) is as follows
Since the last two factors on the right-hand side of (5.1) are bounded functions for all
(for all fixed admissible k, a, b, see (3.1), (3.4)), then we obtain from (5.1) the following. (a) We see that the first function on the right-hand side of (5.2) is the L-th member
of the stationary sequence
By (5.4), (5.5) the corresponding signal is defined. Consequently, by the first function on the right-hand side of (5.2) deterministic signal is expressed (see (5.5) .
Page 11 of 13 Consequently, the second function we shall characterize as noise -a nonuseful part of the signal. The noise may be controlled by variation of the parameter b, a > |b| (see (3.1)), i.e. by abatement of |b|. 
for suitable δ > 0.
Next, we shall suppose that there are such 
